
XTRFY M4 WIRELESS – ULTRA-LIGHT GAMING MOUSE



XTRFY’S ALL-TIME BESTSELLER.
UPGRADED. WIRELESS.

Say hello to the wireless version of Xtrfy’s most iconic mouse. Feature-packed with  

upgraded components. Adjustable shape. And flawless 1 ms connectivity, giving you the top- 

tier performance of our wired mice, without a wire. No limitations. Aim at your full potential.



2.4 GHZ LAG-FREE WIRELESS.
1000 Hz Polling Rate. The same speed and responsiveness

as in our wired mice. With total freedom of movement. 



ADJUSTABLE ERGONOMIC SHAPE.
Go with the original shape of the M4. Or add some extra support for your palm. The M4 Wireless 

comes with interchangeable parts so you can adjust its size for the perfect grip. 



71 GRAMS. WITH ADJUSTABLE 
WEIGHT BALANCE.

Wireless yet ultra-light. With a construction that lets you tune the weight distribution. Since 

the center of gravity moves depending on how you hold the mouse, we’ve made it possible 

to adjust it to your own grip. Move the battery toward the front or the back, and experience a 

perfectly balanced mouse.



PLAY UP TO 75 HOURS ON ONE CHARGE.
All-weekend LAN or 24-hour marathon stream? No worries. The battery gives you up to 75* 

hours of playtime. And when it’s time to charge, connect the cord and continue playing. The 

M4 Wireless comes with an Xtrfy EZcord® Pro charging cable, for smooth movements even 

when the mouse is plugged in.

*Depending on Hz, lighting on/off and playstyle.



TOP-TIER COMPONENTS. 
Pixart 3370 sensor for perfect wireless precision. Kailh GM 8.0 switches for 80 

million crisp clicks. ARM 32-bit microcontroller for uncompromising speed and 

stability. The M4 Wireless is built to perform.

MORE SETTINGS THAN EVER. 
WITHOUT SOFTWARE. 
Control the effects, colors and brightness of the RGB illumination and adjust the 

CPI, Polling Rate, Lift-Off Distance and Debounce Time at the flick of a switch 

and press of a button. And when you’re done adjusting your settings, the top 

button can be set to ”PGDN”, so you can bind it to whatever you want in-game.

ULTRA-LIGHT YET DURABLE.
Lower weight must never mean lower quality. The construction of the 

M4 Wireless is thoroughly engineered to minimize weight while retai-

ning durability.





Adjustable ergonomic shape

Pixart 3370 optical gaming sensor

Main switches: Kailh GM 8.0

Weight: 71 g (excluding cable)

Matte textured surface

PTFE glides

Adjustable RGB LED illumination

CPI settings (400–19000)

Polling rate (125/500/1000 Hz)

Adjustable LOD and Debounce

Connection: 2.4 GHz wireless / USB 

Connector: USB-A to USB-C cable + Adapter + Dongle

Cable type: 1.8 m Xtrfy EZcord Pro

Battery: 500 mA (up to 75 h*)

OS: Win XP/Mac OSX 10.1 or later

Warranty EU/US/ASIA: 2/1/1 years

* Depending on Hz, lighting on/off and playstyle

WINNING INGREDIENTS:
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Product translations

165 mm

60 mm

106 mm

EAN/UPC barcodes and certification marks

Product USPs



355 mm

418 mm

333 mm



PACKAGING    SINGLE    INNERBOX   MASTERBOX

PCS      1     5     30     

WEIGHT     N/A     N/A     N/A

DIMENSIONS (W/H/D)   165 x 106 x 60 mm   318 x 113 x 200 mm   355 x 333 x 418 mm

PRODUCT     ART. NO    EAN     UPC

M4 WIRELESS BLACK   M4W-RGB-BLACK   7340086912815   842597100424   

M4 WIRELESS WHITE    M4W-RGB-WHITE   7340086912822   842597100431



PRODUCT TEXT

XTRFY M4 WIRELESS ULTRA-LIGHT GAMING MOUSE

BULLET POINTS

• 2.4 GHz lag-free wireless.  
 1 ms connectivity.

• Adjustable ergonomic shape.
 Interchangeable parts for size adjustment.

• State-of-the-art components.
 Top-tier performance.

SHORT PRODUCT DESCRIPTION ( < 30 WORDS )  

Say hello to the wireless version of Xtrfy’s most iconic mouse. Upgraded performance. Adjustable shape. 
And flawless 1 ms connectivity. Play at your full potential with the M4 Wireless. 

FULL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

XTRFY’S ALL-TIME BESTSELLER. UPGRADED. WIRELESS.
Say hello to the wireless version of Xtrfy’s most iconic mouse. Feature-packed with upgraded components. 
Adjustable shape. And flawless 1 ms connectivity, giving you the top-tier performance of our wired mice, 
without a wire. No limitations. Aim at your full potential.

2.4 GHZ LAG-FREE WIRELESS.
1000 Hz Polling Rate. The same speed and responsiveness as in our wired mice. With total freedom of 
movement. 

ADJUSTABLE ERGONOMIC SHAPE.
Go with the original shape of the M4. Or add some extra support for your palm. The M4 Wireless comes with 
interchangeable parts so you can adjust its size for the perfect grip. 

71 GRAMS. WITH ADJUSTABLE WEIGHT BALANCE.
Wireless yet ultra-light. With a construction that lets you tune the weight distribution. Since the center of 
gravity moves depending on how you hold the mouse, we’ve made it possible to adjust it to your own grip. 
Move the battery toward the front or the back, and experience a perfectly balanced mouse.

PLAY UP TO 75 HOURS ON ONE CHARGE.
All-weekend LAN or 24-hour marathon stream? No worries. The battery gives you up to 75* hours of play-
time. And when it’s time to charge, connect the cord and continue playing. The M4 Wireless comes with an 
Xtrfy EZcord® Pro charging cable, for smooth movements even when the mouse is plugged in.

*Depending on Hz, lighting on/off and playstyle.

TOP-TIER COMPONENTS. 
Pixart 3370 sensor for perfect wireless precision. Kailh GM 8.0 switches for 80 million crisp clicks. ARM 32-
bit microcontroller for uncompromising speed and stability. The M4 Wireless is built to perform.

MORE SETTINGS THAN EVER. WITHOUT SOFTWARE. 
Control the effects, colors and brightness of the RGB illumination and adjust the CPI, Polling Rate, Lift-Off 
Distance and Debounce Time at the flick of a switch and press of a button. And when you’re done adjusting 
your settings, the top button can be set to ”PGDN”, so you can bind it to whatever you want in-game.

ULTRA-LIGHT YET DURABLE.
Lower weight must never mean lower quality. The construction of the M4 Wireless is thoroughly engineered 
to minimize weight while retaining durability.

WINNING INGREDIENTS:
Adjustable ergonomic shape
Pixart 3370 optical gaming sensor
Main switches: Kailh GM 8.0
Weight: 71 g (excluding cable)
Matte textured surface
PTFE glides
Adjustable RGB LED illumination
CPI settings (400–19000)
Polling rate (125/500/1000 Hz)
Adjustable LOD and Debounce
Connection: 2.4 GHz wireless / USB 
Connector: USB-A to USB-C cable + Adapter + Dongle
Cable type: 1.8 m Xtrfy EZcord Pro
Battery: 500 mA (up to 75 h*)
OS: Win XP/Mac OSX 10.1 or later
Warranty EU/US/ASIA: 2/1/1 years

* Depending on Hz, lighting on/off and playstyle



GET IN TOUCH WITH JOAKIM JANSSON AT JOAKIM.JANSSON@XTRFY.COM
OR JOHAN WÄLTARE: JOHAN.WALTARE@XTRFY.COM

QUESTIONS?


